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ABSTRACT

The tissue accumulation of sucrose, glucose, and fructose has been studied in cultured cotton (Gossypium hirsutum L.) roots and leaf discs. Sucrose uptake by both tissues from high apoplastic concentrations was independent of pH but has a slightly acidic pH optimum from low concentrations. Like other higher plant tissues, cotton root cells accumulate sucrose via a 'saturable,' inhibitor-sensitive mechanism and a linear, inhibitor-resistant mechanism. The linear mechanism of sucrose uptake is not as pronounced in leaf disc data as it is in root data. Further, sucrose uptake by cotton leaf discs is more resistant than uptake by root cells to pH alterations, inhibitors, and monosaccharides in the uptake medium. The saturable phase of sucrose influx into cotton root is eliminated by glucose, fructose, and high pH. Sucrose influx into both tissues is not altered by osmotica up to 200 milliosmolar. Sucrose accumulated by both tissues is rapidly converted to other chemical forms, especially in root tissue where only approximately 50% remains as neutral sugars 1 hour following the start of radiolabel exposure. Although the entry of radiolabeled sucrose is faster in abraded leaf discs, they give the same response patterns to pH, inhibitors, and monosaccharides as do unabraded discs.

The sucrose accumulation kinetics of cotton roots and leaf discs differ. These differences may be related to the physiological roles (source versus sink) of the two tissues in the intact plant.

Cell accumulation of sugar in cells from the apoplastic compartment is of major importance to short distance carbohydrate movement in plant tissues (5, 6). Sucrose accumulation in tissues isolated from several plant species seems to consist of a saturable component, most apparent at low sucrose levels, plus a nonsaturable component (17, 18, 21). Evidence for this interpretation of these kinetics stems from, among other things, the elimination of the saturable, but not the nonsaturable, component of sucrose uptake by inhibitors, particularly the organic mercurials. The specificity of the mercurials in blocking sucrose accumulation has been demonstrated by Giaquinta (6, 7) who found they caused a sharp decrease in sucrose influx but did not effect (at the concentrations employed) Beta leaf photosynthesis, sucrose efflux, respiration, or hexose uptake.

The primary translocation product in cotton is thought to be sucrose (11). The hydrolysis products of sucrose, fructose, and glucose, are also known to play key roles in carbohydrate movement in those plant species which employ sucrose hydrolysis between assimilate source and sink (4, 8, 9). Hampson et al. (11, 12) analyzed carbohydrate accumulation by excised cotton hypocotyl and concluded that cellular invertase is functionally absent in this tissue. However, preliminary experiments (D. Hendrix and D. Doman, unpublished) showed that asymmetri-
30-min desorption period prior to determination of radiolabel incorporation.

**Determination of Incorporated Radioactivity.** Uniformly labeled \[^{14}C\] sucrose was obtained from New England Nuclear, Amersham, and Schwarz-Mann, and the radiochemical purity was checked by HPLC prior to use. The specific activity of uptake solutions ranged from $3.7 \times 10^2$ to $1.5 \times 10^3$ Bq/mol sucrose.

In some experiments, leaf discs were extracted and bleached in 2 ml 80% methanol by exposure to sunlight in a glasshouse for several days. Leaves were bleached in sealed glass scintillation vials until the methanol solution became clear. The methanol was then removed and combined with water-miscible scintillation cocktail (Beckman ReadySolv MP) before counting in a Beckman LS 7500 dpm scintillation counter\(^1\) which automatically corrected for efficiency of counting and quenching. After milling to a fine powder by vortexing with glass beads in glass scintillation vials, the leaf disc residue was also placed in water-miscible scintillation fluid for determination of radioactivity in the alcohol-insoluble fraction of leaf tissue.

Following desorption and blotting, label in root tips was determined by placing them in 2 ml of 70% ethanol in sealed glass scintillation vials. The vials were then incubated in an oven for approximately 4 h at 70°C (11). Following heating, root tips were removed and placed in scintillation cocktail for determination of non-alcohol soluble radioactivity. Ethanol soluble radioactivity was determined following addition of scintillation cocktail to the ethanolic extract.

In other experiments, leaf or root tissue was combusted in a Harvey Instruments Biological Oxidizer (Hillside, NJ), and the evolved CO\(_2\) was trapped in liquid scintillant. Sample radioactivity was then determined as for extracted samples. Extraction and combustion techniques gave identical determinations of radiolabel incorporation. Uptake, in all but those experiments with time as a variable, was for 30 min with the results expressed on a per hour basis.

To determine the short term fate of radiolabel from accumulated sucrose, plant material was ground in a Brinkmann Polytron in a 1:4 mixture of chloroform and ethanol to which water was added following homogenization to give two phases (10). The chloroform/water/ethanol-insoluble residue was extracted with hot (80°C) 70% ethanol to remove residual soluble carbohydrates. Following drying and powdering, starch in this residue was next solubilized with amyloglucosidase (13). Following several chloroform washes to remove residual lipids, phenolics were removed from the ethanol/water mixture by addition of a small amount of dilute HCOOH to protonate phenolics and filtering the fraction through reverse-phase minicolumns (Waters C-18 Sep-PAK). A neutral fraction, containing soluble carbohydrates, was prepared from the reverse-phase effluent by eluting it, sequentially, through Dowex 30W and Dowex 1 resins. After the neutral fraction was eluted from the Dowex resin with water, amino acids were eluted from the Dowex 30W column with 2 N NH\(_4\)OH and organic acids from the Dowex 1 column with 2 N HCOOH (2).

**RESULTS**

The rate of uptake of glucose, sucrose, and fructose by root cells from low (1 mM) sugar concentrations was found to exceed the rate of influx for these sugars into nonabraded leaf disc cells (data not shown). Fructose was found to accumulate faster than the other sugars in leaf cells from low sugar concentrations after

\(^1\) Mention of a trade name does not constitute a guarantee or warranty of the product by the United States Department of Agriculture and does not imply its approval to the exclusion of other products that may also be suitable.

![Fig. 1. Influence of 20 mM fructose or 20 mM glucose upon the influx of sucrose into root or leaf tissue from low apoplastic sucrose concentrations.](image-url)
Sucrose incorporation into both tissues from high solution concentrations (58 mM) was found to be independent of pH (not shown). In contrast, the maximal rate of influx from low sucrose concentrations (2 mM) occurs at media pH values less than 6.0. The effect of pH is more pronounced upon sucrose uptake by root than leaf cells (Fig. 3). As for Beta leaf discs (17), increasing pH eliminates the saturable component and decreases the slope of the linear sucrose uptake phase. Again, the patterns of sucrose uptake at differing pH values found for nonabraded and abraded leaf discs were identical (data not shown).

The uptake of sucrose by both systems can be inhibited by metabolic inhibitors (Figs. 4, 5). Uptake from low sucrose concentrations is more sensitive to inhibitors than that from higher sucrose concentrations. The uncoupling agent CCCP2 is more effective than the nonpenetrating sulphydryl reagents PHMB or PCMBS. Also, sucrose uptake by root cells is considerably more sensitive than uptake by both abraded and nonabraded leaf discs (not shown) to both types of inhibitors (Figs. 4, 5). Unlike other species (7), both PHMB and PCMBS appear to inhibit monosaccharide as well as sucrose accumulation into cotton root cells (Fig. 6); however, sucrose accumulation is more sensitive than monosaccharides to these inhibitors. The addition of PHMB, a mercurial very similar in structure and action to PCMBS (6, 14), during the pretreatment and uptake phases of the experiments, produces a similar pattern of inhibition of saccharide uptake but at an approximately 10-fold lower inhibitor concentration.

**DISCUSSION**

The uptake of sucrose from solutions by cotton leaf and root tissue appears to have some features in common with and some distinct differences from accumulation by other higher plant systems. Like other systems (3, 7, 11, 15, 17, 18, 20, 22), the uptake from low sucrose concentrations into both cotton tissues is pH dependent, with maximal uptake occurring near pH 5.

---

2 Abbreviations: CCCP, carbonyl cyanide m-chlorophenylhydrazone; PHMB, p-hydroxymercuribenzoate; PCMBS, p-chloromercuriphehylsulfonic acid.

---

*Fig. 2. Uptake of sucrose by cotton leaf disc and root tips from increasing apoplastic sucrose concentrations. Alcohol extractable values (see text) are also shown. Inset: Eadie-Hofstee transformation of uptake isotherms.*

*Fig. 3. Effect of pH upon sucrose uptake by leaf and root tissue from low concentrations of sucrose and 50 mM phosphate buffer.*
FIG. 4. Inhibition of root tip and leaf disc sucrose accumulation from 58 mM (●) and 2 mM (○) sucrose by the uncoupling agent CCCP and the organic mercurial PHMB. CCCP was present only during the uptake phases of experimentation; PHMB was present during both the pretreatment and uptake (both 30 min) phases.

FIG. 5. Uptake of sucrose by cotton root tip and leaf disc following a 15-min pretreatment with 2 mM PCMBS and a 15-min wash in nonpoisoned media before uptake (●) or a 30-min pretreatment in nonpoisoned media before uptake (○).

FIG. 6. Influence of various concentrations of the organic mercurials PCMBS (○, △, □) and PHMB (●, △, ■) on the influx of 2 mM sucrose (○, ●), glucose (△, △), or fructose (□, ■) into cotton root tips. PCMBS exposure as for Figure 5; PHMB exposure as for Figure 4.

Also, cotton tissue sucrose influx is inhibited by uncoupling agents and organic mercurials as has been found for a number of higher plant sugar accumulation systems (3, 7, 18). However, the cotton leaf and root systems have certain peculiarities. Pretreatment of cotton root tissue with PCMBS prior to radiolabeled sucrose exposure inhibits sucrose influx as in Beta leaf (6, 7), but unlike the Beta system mercurial exposure also sharply inhibits monosaccharide influx in cotton root. As has been shown in other systems (6), the patterns of sucrose uptake were found to be unchanged in abraded leaf disks compared to that where abrasion was eliminated. Uptake rates by abraded disks were somewhat faster, but the similarity of kinetics found in unabraded and abraded disks suggests that the diffusion limitation caused by the intact cuticle was not responsible for the inhibitor insensitivity, monosaccharide resistance, or lack of pH effect of sucrose uptake by leaf discs.

Previous work (17, 18, 21) demonstrated a biphasic dependence of sucrose accumulation upon sucrose concentration in tissues from other species. These kinetics are believed to consist of a saturable uptake component, which operates at low sucrose concentrations, and a superimposed nonsaturable, linear component. In other systems (7, 17, 18, 21), agents like CCCP (which uncouple ATP formation and inhibit ATPase energy transfer) and organic mercurials (which modify extracellular sulfhydryl groups necessary for influx [6, 7, 14]) were found to inhibit the saturable phase of sucrose uptake, exposing the linear component. The uptake of sucrose by cotton roots with increasing sucrose concentration is indeed more nearly linear following pretreatment with organic mercurials (Fig. 5), and the difference in uptake between this and inhibited uptake line and that with no inhibitor present would thus represent a saturable component, if such an interpretation holds for cotton root cells. However, in
the cotton root system, this saturable component is also eliminated by the addition of other sugars to the apoplastic solution (Fig. 1). Even an equal concentration of glucose, a physiologically probable condition, causes significant changes in cotton root sucrose influx kinetics. One possibility which should be considered to explain this behavior is that in cotton root extracellular invertase produces an influx of label in the form of sucrose and monosaccharides. The monosaccharide influx component would thus be diluted by any unlabeled monosaccharide in the uptake medium, providing data like that in Figure 1. Further, since free space invertase has been found to have an acidic pH optimum (4), such a hypothesis might explain both the pH optimum observed in sucrose uptake and the elimination of the saturable phase of sucrose accumulation found with increasing pH (Fig. 3).

As for other plant systems, organic mercurials inhibit sucrose accumulation by both cotton root and leaf disc cells (Fig. 4), but the interpretation of the leaf disc results as the elimination of a saturable component by the organic mercurial seems to be less appropriate than for the cotton root data (Fig. 5). The data for leaf disc sucrose uptake in the presence of PCMBs do not fall on a straight line, as is characteristic of corresponding data for root uptake, but a curved line which approximates the shape of the uninhibited curve. These leaf disc data show little evidence of a saturable component; i.e. the slopes of both the inhibited and noninhibited isotherm are observed to be nearly parallel as they approach zero sucrose concentration.

A portion of the difference between cotton root and leaf uptake kinetics may be related to their differing rates of conversion of sucrose into various cellular fractions (Table 1). The relatively rapid movement of label from sucrose into other chemical forms in both tissues (cf. 21) suggests that the sugar uptake isomers presented here are likely to involve not only movement of sugars across cell membranes but also the conversion of sucrose into other compounds. Cotton root cells exhibit a significantly faster rate of conversion of sucrose into polymers than leaf cells (Table 1) and both tissues convert sucrose to other molecules more rapidly than many other plant systems (21). Such rapid polymerization of incoming sucrose may be necessary in cells which do not store large amounts of sucrose, such as those of cotton root, to produce a sink demand for incoming photosynthate.

Like many other plant tissues (1, 7), uptake by both tissues from low concentrations of sucrose appears to respond to the proton gradient between the cell and the apoplast. The sucrose accumulation responses of leaf and root cells to environmental pH are quite similar. Thus, if the two tissues utilize the proton gradient for sucrose influx, one might expect agents like CCCP which increase membrane permeability to H⁺ (16), to have a similar effect upon tissue sucrose accumulation. In fact, however, sucrose uptake by cotton leaf cells is significantly more resistant to CCCP than that of root cells (Fig. 4).

Finally, in comparing data from these two tissues, it should be kept in mind that the cultured root tips were actively growing (cf. 19), but the leaf disc cells were taken from fully expanded leaves. Some of the differences noted might be traced to this difference. However, the fact that the uptake isomers observed are not altered by a constant osmotic environment tends to minimize differences due strictly to cell expansion.
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